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Is it possible to get rx drugs like benzos and opiates over the counter in these countries? If you venture into the Amazon,
you might be able to try Ayahuasca, same deal with San Pedro, be on the lookout for ayahuasceros. They don't know
what the fuck hydro or oxycodone are. Yeah, the codeine is a little different as you can get pure pills or syrup so you
don't have to CWE. I did it in South East Asia which is arguably more dangerous with much more serious penalties, and
it was fucking anxiety provoking. If you stay in hostels, it is super easy if you find someone who has been there for a
few days already. I went to all of those South American countries. Also Coca leaves are legal in Peru and Bolivia so as
soon as you get there get a bunch of fresh leaves and a coffee grinder and grind like 2 kilos and put them in liquor Pisco
probably wait days and you will get a nice coke buzz from the liquor. Just go to the sketchiest place possible. Anyways,
when I went to the pharmacy the clerk was confused about the script, so she asked if I wanted 3 pills or 3 cases of pills, I
was like, 3 cases, of course, so I got 2mg Ativan and 1mg Ativan down there. First of all, there's not really "benzos" or
"opiates" available.You can purchase practically any type of medication in Belize. Most brands are North American or
European and of recent, sourced from Latin America. Medications in Belize are not cheap generally marked up about
25% higher compared to prices in the U.S. but there are exceptions. These are mainly for generic drugs. Page 2 - Info
needed ie: prescription drugs in Belize, Belize. I also got some ambien (sleeping pills) no prescription! Susan W.
jckvpa0 Hydrocodone, Amoxill & Darvon, I find that a little hard to believe that you could buy that without a
prescription, did you use your own doctor's prescription from home?Current pharmacy experiences @ Belize port?
Amanda Syme Offline. You might be able to get the meds here without a prescription - even though you are expected to
have a prescription. You might be able to find a sympathetic pharmacist. The pharmacies in Belize City are stricter.
Maybe you can take some OTC benedryl or ambien. It'll knock you out. Feb 17, - This naturally includes visiting the
cities, towns, and villages on one's own or through a variety of prepaid land excursions. Having recently returned from a
week-long cruise to Mexico, Honduras, and Belize, I was actually shocked by the number of people who couldn't care
less about the culture or sights of. The Belize pharmacy's "special" was "buy Vicodin 10mg/mg for $ and get Vicodin
free". The Ambien is a decongestant and the phentermine is of unknown compounds. Nothing is as it is represented you
will lose your cash and possibly your health or life taking these medications! The cruise ship docked about 5 miles away
in the ocean and we took a small boat to Belize. We got off Nobody was in the pharmacy but one lady behind the
counter who spoke perfect English. I asked her if . A lot of countries have pharmacies in the airports so you can stock up
on the way home. Back to. Go to the pharmacy > can you buy ambien in belize Purchase ambien without prescription click here. Buy ambien online without prescription and save your money with our quality drugs! % Quality. We work
only with licensed and reliable suppliers, which allow us to offer you best quality products at a very. I'm planning a
backpack/vagabond style trip (beaches/huts/street food/lack of agenda)to Mexico, Belize, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, Panama, and Columbia. I am prescribed Used to be you could buy almost anything over the counter in Nicaragua
but I think those days are gone also,. 4. Report. 30 10mg tablets of ambien for $30! And a bottle of pure liquid codeine
for $ I didn't buy alot but I wish I did once I found out what it sells for everywhere else. I just emailed them about how
to re-order over the internet so hopefully they will get back to me soon. I hope the prices don't go up too much when.
Sep 11, - Can you buy Cipro? Thanks. We are arriving Sat. after rubeninorchids.com 80 and I am 60+. We may need a
pharmacy! Report inappropriate content I've bought (cant remember amount) caps of mg antibiotics (amoxycillin) in
Mexico Belize and roatan and all were about the same price which I.
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